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CHAPTER 3

Blinded by Our
Own Motivations

Picture your next dental appointment. You walk in, exchange
pleasantries with the receptionist, and begin leafing through
some old magazines while waiting for your name to be called.
Now let's imagine that since your last visit, your dentist

went out and bought an innovative and expensive piece of
dental equipment. It's a dental CAD/CAM (short for
computer-aided design/computer-aided manufacturing) ma-
chine, a cutting-edge device used to customize tooth restora-
tions such as crowns and bridges. The device works in two
steps. First it displays a 3D replica of the patient's teeth and
gums on a computer screen, allowing the dentist to trace the
exact shape of the crown-or whatever the restoration-
against the screen's image. This is the CAD part. Then comes
the CAM part; this device molds ceramic material into a
crown according to the dentist's blueprint. Altogether, this

fancy machine comes with a hefty price tag.
But let's get back to you. Just as you finish skimming an

article about some politician's marital troubles and are about
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to start a story about the next it-girl, the receptionist calls
your name. "Second room to the left" h. ' s e says.

You situate yourself in the dentist's chai dbi rr an engag .
It of small talk with the hygienist who k e In a

m h f ' po es around your
lout or a while and follows up with a cleaning Befo
ong, your dentist walks in. . re

The dentist repeats the same .
and as he checks h general poking procedure,

your teet he tells the h . .
teeth 3 and 4 f f h ygierusr to mark

h
. .or urt er observation and to mark tooth 7

aving craze lines, as

"Huh? Caze wha?" ou u .
wide and the .' y g rgle, with your mouth open

suction tube pulling h .mouth. on t e fight side of your

The dentist stops, pulls the inst
places them on th rurnenrs out, carefully

e tray next to him d sichair He th ' an SItS back in his
. en starts explaining 0 . .

are what we call' y ur srtuation: "Craze Jines
cerrain small cracks i h

no problem we h SIn t e tooth enamel. But
, ave a great solution f hi

the CAD/CAM f or t IS. We'll just use
to t you with a cr

How about it)" h k Own, problem solved.
. e as s.

You waver a little, but after .
won't hurt one bit you get hIS assurance that it

. I , you agree. After all h
this dentist for l' ' you ave been seeing

a ong time, and altho h
ments over the yea ug some of his treat-

h
rs were rather un I

as generally treated I peasant, you feel that he
you we I

Now I sh Id' ., ou POInt out-b
not-that craze lin basi ecause your dentist might

es are asical]
the enamel of your thY very, very small cracks in
I eet , and what'

a ways completely a . s more, they're almost
d symptomatIc'

an aren't bothered b h . ' many people have them
ytemmthel east. So, in effect, it's
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usually unnecessary to target craze lines with any kind of

treatment.

lET ME GIVE you one real-life story from my friend Jim, the

former vice president of a large dental company. Over the

years, Jim has encountered his fair share of oddball dental

cases, but one CAD/CAM story he told me was particularly

horrible.
A few years after the CAD/CAM equipment came onto

the market, one particular dentist in Missouri invested in the

equipment, and from that point on he seemed to start look-

ing at craze lines differently. "He wanted to crown every-

thing," Jim told me. "He was excited and enthusiastic to use

his brand-new gadget, so he recommended that many of his

patients improve their smiles, using, of course, his state-of-

the-art CAD/CAM equipment."
One of his patients was a young law student with asymp-

tomatic craze lines; still, he recommended that she get a crown.

The young woman complied, because she was used to listen-

ing to her dentist's advice, but guess what? Because of the

crown, her tooth became symptomatic and then died, forcing

her to go in for a root canal. But wait, it gets worse. The root

canal failed and had to be redone, and that second root canal

failed as well. As a result, the woman had no choice but to

undergo more complex and painful surgery. So what began as

a treatment for harmless craze lines ultimately resulted in a lot

of pain and financial cost for this young woman.
After the woman graduated from law school, she did her

homework and realized that (surprise!) she'd never needed
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that crown in the first place. As you can imagine, she wasn't
thrilled by this, so she went after the dentist with a ven-
geance, took him to court, and won.

NOW WHATCANwe make of this tale? As we've already, ,

learned, people don't need to be corrupt in order to act in
problematic and sometimes damaging ways. Perfectly well-
meaning people can get tripped up by the quirks of the
human mind, make egregious mistakes, and still consider
themselves to be good and moral. It's safe to say that most
dentists are competent, caring individuals who approach
their work with the best of intentions. Yet, as it turns out,
biased incentives can-and dO-lead even the most upstand-
ing professionals astray.

Think about it. When a dentist decides to purchase a new
device, he no doubt believes it will help him better serve his
patients. But it can also be an expensive venture. He wants to
use it to improve patient care, but he also wants to recover his
investment by charging his patients for using this wonderful
new technology. So, consciously or not, he looks for ways to
do so, and voila! The patient ends up with a crown-
sometimes necessary, other times not.

To be clear, I don't think dentists (or the vast majority of
people, for that matter) carry out an explicit calculation of
costs and benefits by weighing patients' well-being against
their own pockets and then deliberately choose their own
self-interest over their patients' best interest. Instead, I sus-
pect that some dentists who purchase the CAD/CAM equip-
ment are reacting to the fact that they have invested a great
deal of money in the device and want to make the most of it,
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h I the dentists' professional judg-oft' on t en co ors
This in orma 1 ndations and decisionsdi hem to make recomme 0
ment, lea ing t 0 th r than doing what ISo their own self-interest ra ethat are m

best for the patient. 0 10k this when a service
o h hink that mstances 1 e ,

You nug t t 0 two directions (generally referred to as a
provider IS pulled III B h aliry is that conflicts

f 0 t) are rare. ut t e re
conflict 0 mteres , 0 0 11 kinds of places and,
f interest influence our behavior III a
a 0 f quently both professionally and personally.qutte re ,

W k on Dentists. 2' How Conflicts of Interest Can orFIgure ,

r

~
Dentistgets new
(expensive)

deviceand pays
for It.

~~~~•~. S Patients get new
Dentistwants to Dentist::~:e (maybe unn.. -
use the new reasomd I es:ary) crowns,device, and new eVce.

charges for using
It.

Can I Tattoo Your Face? 0 h strange conflict of
ack into a rat er

oSome time ago Iran sm 0 As a young man in my
o I as the patient.

interest. In this case w fter I was originally
o bOor seven years a

midtwenties-e-a out SIX 0 I f a routine checkup.
k h hospita oro 0 d" I went bac to t einjure -

I suffered massiveOld d ext to me.
ium flare exp 0 e n r the subsequent* When I was a teenager, a magnest erations and treatments ave

d derwent many op .third-degree burns a~ un revious books.
years. For more details, see my p
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On that particular visit, I met with a few phy > > d> srcians an they
reviewed my case. Later, I met the head of th b ' dh e urn epart
rnenr, w a seemed especially happy to see me ."D .
> an, I have a fantastic new treatment for you!" h

claimed "Y b . e ex-
> . au see, ecause you have thick, dark hair whe

you shave, no matter how closely you tr to ' n
always be little bl k d h y shave, there will

ac ots were your h >
the right side of f > arr grows> But since

your ace ISscatted don' h
hair or small black d h >' you on t ave any facial

ots on t at SIde maki f
asymmetrical." , ng your ace look

At that point, he launched into a h I
portance of s art ecture on the im-

symmetry for aesth > d >knew how> etic an social reasons. I
unportanr symmetry was t hi

given a similar > >1 0 rrn, because I was
rmm ecrure a few year I>vinced me to d sear rer, when he con-
un ergo a complex a d I h

which he would t k f n engr y operation in
a e part a my scal hsupply and re h p toget er with its blood

-creare t e right half f >
undergone that com I I a my righr eyebrow. (I'd

p ex twe ve-hou >resulrs.) r operatIOn and liked the

Then c hiarne ISproposal' "W h
dots resembling st bbl > e ave started tattooing little

u e Onto scarred f >
and our patients h been i aces much like yoursave een incredibl h > '
"That sounds int > y appy WIth the results."
> erestmg," I said "C

patients that had thi . an I talk to one of the
ISprocedure)"

"Unfottunately you can't-;hat >
confidentiality" he said would VIOlate medical

, e sal . Instead h h
the patients-not of h > ' e s owed me pictures of

t err whole fac >
were tattooed. A d es, Just the parts that

n sure enough >t d id I
scatted faces wer >' I look as though the

e covered WIthbl k
But then I thou h f ac stubblelike specks.

g t a something "Wh
grow old and my h > . at happens when I

air turns gray?" I asked.
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-oi-, that's no problem," he replied> "When that happens,
we'll just lighten up the tattoo with a laser." Satisfied, he got
up, adding "Come back tomorrow at nine. Just shave the left
sideof your face as you usually do, with the same closeness of
shave that you like to keep, and rn. tattoo the right side of
your face to look the same. I guarantee that by noon, you'll

be happier and more attractive."
I mulled over the possible treatment on my drive home

and for the rest of the day. I also realized that in order to get
the full benefit from this treatment, I would have to shave in
exactly the same way for the rest of my life. I walked into the
department head's office the next morning and told him that

I was not interested in the procedure.
I did not expect what came next. "What is wrong with

you?" he growled. "Do you like looking unatttactive? Do
you derive some kind of strange pleasure from looking
asymmetrical? Do women feel sorry for you and give you
sympathy sex? I'm offering you a chance to fix yourself in
a very simple and elegant way. Why not just take it and be

grateful? "
"I don't know," I said. "I'm just uncomfortable with the

idea. Let me think about it some more."
You may find it hard to believe that the department head

could be so aggressive and harsh, but I assure you this is ex-
actly what he told me. At the same time, it was not his usual
manner with me, so I was puzzled by his unrelenting ap-
proach. In fact, he was a fantastic, dedicated doctor who
treated me well and worked very hard to make me better. It
was also not the first time I refused a treatment. Over many
years of interacting with medical professionals, I had decided
to have some treatments and not others. But none of my doc-
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tors, including the head of the b d, urn epa rtment, had ev
tned to guilt me into having a treatment, er

In an attempt to solve this mystery, I went to his de ut
younger doctor with whom I had f' dl p y, ahi a nen y rapport I asked
rrn to explain why the department head had .

such pressure. put me under

"Ah ", yes, yes, the deputy said "H' I dthi d . e s a rea y performed
ISproce ure on two patients, and he need ' ,

order to publish ' , s Just one more In

I
' I a scientific paper in one of the leading medi-

ca journa s."

This additional information certai I
understand the f1' f ' n y helped me better

con ICt0 Interest I wa '
a really good h " s up agarnsr, Here was

p ysician, someone I h d k
years and who h d consi a nown for many

a consistently treated m ' h '
and great care ~ t d ' e WIt compassion
about me in ~en:r' I eSPlte

h
the fact that he cared a great deal

a , In t IS Instance h b
past his conflict f i e was una Ie to see

o Interest. Itgoes to sh '
to overcome confli f ' ow Just how hard it is

ICtS0 Interests once th f d
color OUtview of the world ey un arnentally

After year f "s 0 expenence bli h' .myself, I now h pu IS ing In academic journals
ave a greater understa di f'

conflict of intere t ( n Ing 0 this physician's
s more about thi I )never tried to co IS ater) , Of course, I've
erce anyone into t ' ,

there's still time f h atrooing hIS face-butor tat.

I

The Hidden Cost of Favors
One other com '" mon cause of conflicts f i ,
ent InclInation to rtf 0 Interest ISour inher-

e urn avors, We h
creatures so wh umans are deeply social

, en someone lends us a h '
presents us with if and In some way or

a gi t, we tend t f I'o ee Indebted Th t f I'. a ee Ing
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can in turn color our view, making us more inclined to try to

help that person in the future.
One of the most interesting studies on the impact of favors

was carried out by Ann Harvey, Ulrich Kirk, George Den-
field, and Read Montague (at the time all were at the Baylor
College of Medicine). In this study, Ann and her colleagues
looked into whether a favor could influence aesthetic prefer-

ences.
When participants arrived at the neuroscience lab at

Baylor, they were told that they would be evaluating art from
two galleries, one called "Third Moon" and another called
"Lone Wolfe." The participants were informed that the gal-
leries had generously provided their payment for participat-
ing in this experiment. Some were told that their individual
payment was sponsored by Third Moon, while the others
were told that their individual payment was sponsored by

Lone Wolfe.
Armed with this information, the participants moved to

the main part of the experiment. One by one, they were
asked to remain as motionless as possible in a functional
magnetic resonance imagining (fMRI) scanner, a large ma-
chine with a cylinder-shaped hole in the middle. Once they
were situated inside the massive magnet, they viewed a series
of sixty paintings, one at a time. All the paintings were by
Western artists dating from the thirteenth through the twen-
tieth century and ranged from representational to abstract
art. But the sixty paintings were not all that they saw. Near
the top-left corner of each painting was the handsome logo of
the gallery where that particular picture could be purchased-
which meant that some pictures were presented as if they
came from the gallery rhat sponsored the participant, and
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some pictures were presented as if they came from the non-
sponsoring gallery.

Once rhe scanning portion of the experiment was over,
each participant was asked to take another look at each of
the painting-logo combinations, but this time they were
asked to rate each of the pictures on a scale thar ranged from
"dislike" to "like."

With the rating information in hand, Ann and her col-
leagues could compare which paintings the participants liked
more, the ones from Third Moon or the ones from Lone Wolfe.
As you might suspect, when the researchers examined the rat-
ings they found that participants gave more favorable ratings
to the paintings that came from their sponsoring gallery.

You might think that this preference for the sponsoring
gallery was due to a kind of politeness-or maybe just lip ser-
Vice,the way we compliment friends who invite us for dinner
even when the food is mediocre. This is where the fMRI part
of the study came in handy. Suggesting that the effects of
reciprocity run deep, the brain scans showed the same effect;
the presence of the sponsor's logo increased the activity in the
parts of the partici t 'b' hcipan s rams t at are related to pleasure
(particularly the ve t di I f. . n rome ra pre rental cortex, a part of the
bramthat ISresponsible for higher-order thinking, including
aSSOCiatIOnsand meaning). This suggested that the favor
from the sponsoring gallery had a deep effect on how people
responded to the art A d hi . .. . n get t IS: when partrctpanrs were
asked If they thought that the sponsor's logo had any effect
on then art prefer he umences, t e UnIversalanswer was "No way
absolutely not." ,

What's more different . ., partiCipants were given varying
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amounts of money for their time in the experiments. Some
received $30 from their sponsoring gallery, others received
$100. At the highest level, participants were paid $300. It
turned out that the favorirism toward the sponsoring gallery
increased as the amount of earnings grew. The magnitude of
brain activation in the pleasure centers of the brain was
lowest when the payment was $30, higher when the payment
was $100, and highest when the payment was $300.

These results suggest that once someone (or some organiza-
tion) does us a favor, we become partial to anything related to
the giving party-and that the magnitude of this bias increases
as the magnitude of the initial favor (in this case the amount of
payment) increases. It's particularly interesting that financial
favors could have an influence on one's preferences for art, es-
pecially considering that the favor (paying for their participa-
tion in the study) had nothing at all to do with the art, which
had been created independently of the galleries. It is also inter-
esting to note that participants knew the gallery would pay
their compensation regardless of their ratings of the paintings
and yet the payment (and its magnitude) established a sense of

reciprocity that guided their preferences.

Funwith Pharma
Some people and companies understand this human propen-
sity for reciprocity very well and consequently spend a lot of
. . d feeling of obligation intime and money trying to engen er a .
others. To my mind, the profession that most embodies this

. har i h h t depends most on ere-type of operation, t at IS, t e one t a
. . . . f rse-that of govern-ating conflicts of mterests, IS-O cou
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mental lobbyists, who spend a small fraction of their time
informing politicians about facts as reported by their em-
ployers and the rest of their time trying to implant a feeling
of obligation and reciprocity in politicians who they hope
will repay them by voting with their interest in mind.
But lobbyists are not alone in their relentless pursuit of

conflicts of interest, and some other professions could argu-
ably give them a run for their well-apportioned money. For
example, let's consider the way representatives for drug com-
panies (pharma reps) run their business. A pharrna rep's job
IS to visit doctors and convince them to purchase medical
equipment and drugs to treat everything from Ajsthmajro
Z(ollinger-Ellison syndrome). First they may give a doctor a
free pen with their logo, or perhaps a notepad, a mug, or
maybe some free drug samples. Those small gifts can subtly
Influence physicians to prescribe a drug more often-all be-
cause they feel the need to give back. I

But small gifts and free drug samples are just a few of the
many psychological tricks that pharma reps use as they set
out to woo physi ' "Th hiclans. ey t ink of everything," my friend
and colleague (let's call him MD) t ld H

' 0 me. e went on to
explain that drug com' ,
. pames, especIally smaller ones, train

their reps to treat doctors as if they were gods. And they
seem to have a dispro ' I Iportion ate y arge reserve of attractive
reps. The whole effort is co di d wi h "or mate WIt mIlItary precision.
Every self-respecting rep h
has access to a database that tells
t em exactly what h d h

eac octo- as prescribed over the last
quarter (both that compan ' d
, y s rugs as well as their competi-

tors). The reps also k' hei
ki d f f rna e It t err business to know what
in 0 ood each d
'f ector and their office staff likes what
nrne 0 day they I' ,

are most lkely to see reps, and also which
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type of rep gets the most face time with the doctors. If the
doctor is noted to spend more time with a certain female rep,
they may adjust that rep's rotation so that she can spend
more time in that office. If the doctor is a fan of the military,
they'll send him a veteran. The reps also make it a point to be
agreeable with the doctor's outer circles, so when the rep ar-
rives they start by handing out candy and other small gifts to
the nurses and the front desk, securing themselves in every-

one's good graces from the get-go.
One particularly interesting practice is the "dine-and-

dash," where, in the name of education, doctors can simply
pull up at prespecified take-out restaurants and pick up
whatever they want. Even medical students and trainees are
pulled into some schemes. One particularly creative example
of this strategy was the famous black mug. A black mug
with the company's logo was handed out to doctors and
residents, and the company arranged it such that a doctor
could take this mug to any location of a local coffee chain
(which shall go unnamed) and get as much espresso or cap-
puccino as he or she wanted. The clamor for this mug was so
great rhat it became a status symbol among students and
trainees. As these practices became more extravagant, there
was also more regulation from hospitals and the American
Medical Association, limiting the use of these aggressive
markering tactics. Of course, as the regulations become

'h 'to search for new andmore stnngent, parma reps continue
" ' fl hvsi ians And the armsinnovative approaches to In uence p YSICI .
race continues ... '"

h . dustrv's influence is the fact that my* Perhaps the most telling evidence for the p ar.ma In tid' 1 void being black-
insider for this interview insisted that I keep hIS name can enna to a
listed by pharma.
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A FEW YEARS AGO, my colleague Janet Schwartz (a p f
sor at Tulane University) and I invited som h ro es-
reos ro di e P armaceutlcal
eps to inner. We basically tried rh h .own e parma reps at their

game' we took rh .· fI .' em to a ruce restaurant and kept the
WIne OWIng On h d
they were rea'd ce ~e a them feeling happily lubricated,
we learned y to te us the tricks of their trade. And what
e earne was fairly shocking.
Picture one of those ph arma reps an t . h .man i hi I ' a tractive, c armmg
n IS ear y twenties. Not the kind f

have any troubI fi di 0 guy who would
e n ing a date H ld h

persuaded a reluctant female . ie to us ow he had once
tional semi b phYSICIan to attend an informa-

mar a out a medication he .
agreeing to escort her to a ballroo was promoring-i-by
unstated quid m dancll1g class. It was an

pro quo: the rep did
doctor and th d a personal favor for the

, e octor took his f d
moted the prod h . ree rug samples and pro-

uct to er pauenrs,
Another com .rnon practICe the

fancy meals to th . ' reps told us, was to take
e ennrs doctor's ffi

being a nurse or '. 0 ce (one of the perks of
reCeptlOlllst I su )

even required alt . ' ppose . One doctor's office
. ernatIng days of sr k
If the reps want d ea and lobster for lunch

e access to the doer
we found out that h " ors. Even more shocking,

p YSlc;Janssornen II
the examination rnes ca ed the reps into

· room (as an "ex" .
panenr, about the w . pert ) to directly inform

. ay vcrratn drugs work
HearIng stories from the .

was even more disturbi reps who sold medical devices
. f ng. We learned th .,
tree or device repsto ddl . at It s common prac-

· pe e their di I d .eratIng room in r I . me rca evrces in the op-
ea nme and while .

. Janet and I were _'. a surgery IS under way.
>urprIsed at how Iwe I the pharmaceuti-
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cal reps understood classic psychological persuasion strate-

gies and how they employed them in a sophisticated and

intuitive manner. Another clever tactic that they told us

about involved hiring physicians to give a brief lecture to

other doctors about a drug they were trying to promote.

Now, the pharrna reps really didn't care about what the au- I

dience took from the lecture-what they were actually in-

terested in was the effect that giving the lecture had on the

speaker. They found that after giving a short lecture about

the benefits of a certain drug, the speaker would begin to

believe his own words and soon prescribe accordingly. Psy-

chological studies show that we quickly and easily start be-

lieving whatever comes out of our own mouths, even when

the original reason for expressing the opinion is no longer

relevant (in the doctors' case, that they were paid to say it).

This is cognitive dissonance at play; doctors reason that if

they are telling others about a drug, it must be good-and

so their own beliefs change to correspond to their speech,

and they start prescribing accordingly.
The reps told us that they employed other tricks too, turn-

ing into chameleons-switching various accents, personali-

ties, and political affiliations on and off. They prided

themselves on their ability to put doctors at ease. Sometimes

a collegial relationship expanded into the territory of social

friendship-some reps would go deep-sea fishing or play

basketball with the doctors as friends. Such shared experi-

ences allowed the physicians to more happily write prescrip-

tions that benefited their "buddies." The physicians, of

course, did not see that they were compromising their values

when they were out fishing or shooting hoops with the drug

reps; they were just taking it well-deserved break with a
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friend with whom rhey just happened to do business. Of
course, in many cases the doctors probably didn't realize that
they were being manipulated-but there is no doubt that
they were.

DISGUISED FAVORS ARE one thing, but there are many cases
when conflicts of interest are more easily recognizable.
Sometimes a drug maker pays a doctor thousands of dollars
in consulting'fees. Sometimes the company donates a build-
ing or gives an endowment to a medical researcher's depart-
ment in the hope of influencing his views. This rype of
action creates immense conflicts of interest-especially at
medical schools, where pharmaceutical bias can be passed
from the medical professor to medical students and along
to patients.

Duff Wilson, a reporter for The New York Times de-
scribed one example f thi f b h ' 'o IS type a e avror, A few years
ago, a Harvard Medical School student noticed that 'his phar-
macology professor was promoting the benefits of cholesterol
drugs and downplaying their side effects. When the student
did some googling h di d h' e iscovere t at the professor was on
the payroll of ten drug companies, fiveof which made choles-
~,eroldrugs. And the professor wasn't alone. As Wilson put it,
Under the sch I'd' I

00 s ISCosure rules, about 1,600 of 8,900
professors and lecturers at Harvard Medical School have re-
ported to the dean that they or a family member had a finan-
cial mterest in a business relater] h ', , e ate to t err teaching, research,
or cltmcal care" 2 When 'of, . pro essors publicly pass drug recom-
mendatIOns off as academi k I

bl c now edge, we have a seriouspro em.
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Fudging the Numbers
If you think that the world of medicine is rife with conflicts
of interest, let's consider another profession in which these
conflicts may be even more widespread. Yes, I'm talking
about the wonderland of financial services.

Say it's 2007, and you've just accepted a fantastic banking
jobon Wall Street. Your bonus could be in the neighborhood
of $5 million a year, but only if you view mortgage-backed
securities (or some other new financial instrument) in a posi-
tive light. You're being paid a lot of money to maintain a \
distorted view of reality, but you don't not' the tricks that f\ \\.
your big bonus plays on our erce tion of rea lit . Instead, \.:>..
you are quickly convinced that mortgage-backed securities
are every bit as solid as you want to believe they are.

Once you've accepted that mortgage-backed securities are
the wave of the future, you're at least partially blind to their
risks. On top of that, it's notoriously hard to evaluate how
much securities are really worth. As you sit there with your
large and complex Excel spreadsheet full of parameters and

, fi h al value of the securities.equations, you try to gure out t e re
You change one of the discount parameters from 0.934 to
0.936, and right off the bat you see how the value of the secun-
ties jumps up. You continue to play around with the numbers,
, , f h 'de the best representatIonsearching or parameters t at proVI

of "reality," but with one eye you also see the consequences of
, f nal financial future. Youyour parameter choices or your perso .

, ith rh b f while longer until youcontinue to play with t e num ers or a ,
are convinced that the numbers truly represent the ideal way

d ., Y don't feel bad be-ta evaluate mortgage-backe securities. au
" h d ur best to representcause you are certain that you ave one yo

the values of the securities as objectively as possible.
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Moreover, you aren't dealing with real cash· 0

playing with numbers that are man ' y u are only
h Th . Y steps removed from

cas . _elr abstractness allows you to vie .
mgre as a game d '- w your acnons
people's h;;;;'es ' Ian r~otdas something that actuJly affects

I
' rve I 00 s, and retirement accounts v

are a so not al v . lOUone. lOU realize that the fi .
neers in th ffi smart nancial engi-

e 0 ces next to you b h .the rs are e avmg more or less
same way as you and when ou

to theirs you I' y compare your evaluations
, rea ize that a few f

chosen even m 0 your coworkers have
ore extreme values than . .

you are a ti I . yours. Believing that
ra rona creature and b ,. .

,_alWilYS...correct ' ':.~VInZ that the market is
~ ~ , you are even m . li -
you're doing- d h ore inc ined ro accept what

an w at eve I'
more about this in h ryone e se IS doing (we'll learn
Of cour c aprer 8)-as the right way to go. Right?

se, none of this IS actual] k
nancial crisis of 2008)) b . yo ay (remember the fi-

., ut given the a f
volved, it feels nat I f mount 0 money in-

ura to udge things bi A d
human to beha hi a It. n it's perfectly

ve t IS way. Your a . .
atic, but you don't h ctions are highly problem-

see t em as such Af II
of interest are supp db' ter a , your conflicts
. orte y the f h '

With real money' rh h acts t at you re not dealing
b

' at t e financi 1 .
ogglingly com I a mstruments are mind-
. p ex; and that ever f

doing the same thi y one 0 your colleagues is
mg .

. The tiveting (and awfull' .
wmning documentat I . Y dlsttessll1g) Academy Award-

nancial setvices . d y~ shows in detail how the fi-
1 di 111 ustry corrupted h Uea ing to a lack f. t e .5. government
. 0 overSight on W II S '
cial meltdown of 2008 Th a treer and to the finan-
n . I . e film also d ibaneta services . d escn es how the fi-
h d 111 ustry paid Ie di
ea s of department . . a II1g academics (deans,

.s, Ul1lversIty p f
reports in the servi f ro essors) to write expert

Ice 0 the fi .nanclal industry and Wall
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Street. If you watch the film, you will most likely feel puzzled
by the ease with which academic experts seemed to sell out,

and think that you would never do the same.

But before you put a guarantee on your own standards of

morality, imagine that I (or you) were paid a great deal to be
on Giantbank's audit committee. With a large part of my

income depending on Giantbank's success, Iwould probably

not be as critical as Iam currently about the bank's actions ..

With a hefty enough incentive I might not, for example, re-

peatedly say that investments must be transparent and clear

and that companies need to work hard to try to overcome

their conflicts of interests. Of course, I've yet to be on such a

committee, so for now it's easy for me to think that many of

the actions of the banks have been reprehensible.

Academics Are Conflicted Too
When Ireflect on the ubiquity of conflicts of interest and how

impossible they are to recognize in our own lives, I have to

acknowledge that I'm susceptible to them as well.
We academics are sometimes called upon to use our

knowledge as consultants and expert witnesses. Shortly after

I got my first academic job, I was invited by a large law firm

to be an expert witness. I knew that some of my more estab-

lished colleagues provided expert testimonials as a regular

side job for which they were paid handsomely (though they

all insisted that they didn't do it for the money). Out of curi-
osity, I asked to see the transcripts of some of their old cases,

and when they showed me a few I was surprised to discover

how one-sided their use of the resear findings was. I was

also somewhat shocked to see how derogatory they were in
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their reports about the 0 inions and qualificati f the

~es repr~enting~ ot er si;!e-who in most
cases were also respectable academics.

Even so, I decided to try it out (not for the money, of
course), and I was paid quite a bit to give my expert opinion.*
Very early in the case I realized that the lawyers I was work-
ing with were trying to plant ideas in my mind that would
buttress their case. They did not do it forcefully or by saying
that certain things would be good for their clients. Instead,
they asked me to describe all the research that was relevant to
the case. They suggested that some of the less favorable find-
ings for their position might have some methodological flaws
and that the research supporting their view was very impor-
tant and well done Th I id. . ey a so pal me warm compliments
each time that I interpreted research in a way that was useful
to them. After a few weeks, I discovered that I rather quickly
adopted the viewpoint of those who were paying me. The
whole experience made me doubt whether it's at all possible
to b b . he 0 jecnve w en one is paid for his or her opinion. (And
now that I am writing b I ka out my ac of objectivity I am sure
that no one will ever ask b .'.me to e an expert witness agam-
and maybe that's a good thing.)

The Drunk Man and the Data Point
I had one other experienc th d
f confl: e at rna e me realize the dangers

o conflIcts of inreresr, this" .
. , time It was In my own research.

* This was the first time that I was id
scarted to view many decisions in term a/?t by the hour, and I was intrigued by how I
~ork I could buy a really fancy dinner as ~ hwork hours." I figured that for one hour of

suspect that this IS an inrerestin w n t at or a few more I could buy a new bicycle.
purchase, and one day I might loot in: t~ist.hlnk about what we should and should not
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At the time, my friends at Harvard were kind enough to let
me use their behavioral lab to conduct experiments. I was
particularly interested in using their facility because they re-
cruited residents from the surrounding area rather than

relying only on students.
One particular week, I was testing an experiment on deci-

sion making, and, as is usually the case, I predicted that the
performance level in one of the conditions would be much
higher than the performance level in the other condition.
That was basically what the results showed-aside from one
person. This person was in the condition I expected to per-
form best, but his performance was much worse than every-
one else's. Itwas very annoying. As I examined his data more
closely, I discovered that he was about twenty years older
than everyone else in the study. Ialso remembered that there
was one older fellow who was incredibly drunk when he

came to the lab.
The moment I discovered that the offending participant

was drunk, I realized that I should have excluded his data in
the first place, given that his decision-making ability was
clearly compromised. So I threw out his data, and instantly
the results looked beautiful-showing ,exactly what I ex-
pected them to show. But, a few days later I began thinking
about the process by which I decided to eliminate the drunk
guy. I asked myself: what would have happened if this fellow
had been in the other condition-the one I expected to do
worse? If that had been the case, I probably would not have
noticed his individual responses to start with. And if I had, I
probably would not have even considered excluding his data.

In the aftermath of the experiment, I could easily have
told myself a story that would excuse me from using the
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drunk guy's data. But what if he hadn't b d
h h d

een runk? Wh if
e a some other kind of ' , . at I, impairment that had nothi

with drinking? Would I h ' ing to doave Invented another ex '
cal argument to justify excluding his data) A cusel~r logl-
chapter 7, "Creativity and D' h . s we WI see inIS onesty" ' ,justify fall ' ' creattvtty can help us
ourselves a::~~es:up:;e~fish motives while still thinking of

p e.
I decided to do two thi F'd ngs. irst I reran the .

auble-check the result h' h' expenmenr to
I decided it was k s, w IC worked Out beautifully. Then

a ay to create standa d f Iticipanrs from ' r s or exc uding par-
an experirnenj (that is

drunks or people h ' we wouldn't test
w a couldn't underst d h '

But the rules fo I' an t e Instructions),
r exc USlOnhave to be m d f

the experiment tak I a e up ront, beforees p ace add fi 'at the data. ,n e nitely not after looking

What did I learn) Wh I '. en wasd di
man's data I hone tI b I' eCI ing to exclude the drunk
, ' s y e ieved I was d ' ,

SCIence-as if I heroi OIng so in the name of
were eroically fi h '

that the truth co Id g nng to clear the data so
, u emerge. It didn'tbe dOIngit for m ' Occur to me that I might

, y own self-Interest b I I
motIvation: to find th ' ut c early had another
I I e results I was ex 'earned-again_ b . pecting. More generally,
h a out the Importa f
t at can safeguard oursel nee a establishing rules

ves from ourselves.

I \

Disclosure' A P. anacea?
So wh ' h .

at ISt e best way to deal with '
most people "full di I . conflIcts of interest? For

, ISC osure" .
same logic as "su hi , sprIngs to mind. Following the
d . , ns Ine polICIes" th .
erlYIngdIsclosure is th ' e baSICassumption un-

at as long
exactly what they are d ' ' as people publicly declare

OIng, all will be 11we . If professionals
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were to simply make their incentives clear and known to
their clients, so the thinking goes, the clients can then decide
for themselves how much ro rely on their (biased) advice and

then make more informed decisions.
If full disclosure were the rule of the land, doctors would

inform their patients when they own the equipment required
for the treatments they recommend. Or when they are paid
to consult for the manufacturer of the drugs that they are
about to prescribe. Financial advisers would inform their cli-
ents about all the different fees, payments, and commissions
they get from various vendors and investment houses. With
that information in hand, consumers should be able to ap-
propriately discount the opinions of those professionals and
make better decisions, In theory, disclosure seems to be a
fantastic solution; it both exonerates the ptofessionals who
are acknowledging their conflicts of interest and it provides
their clients with a better sense of where their information is

coming from.

HOWEVER.IT TURNSout that disclosure is not always an ef-
fective cure for conflicts of interest. In fact, disclosure can
sometimes make things worse. To explain how, allow me to
. run you through a study conducted by Daylian Cain (a pro-
fessor at Yale University), George Loewenstein (a professor
at Carnegie Mellon University), and Don Moore (a professor
at the University of California, Berkeley). In this experiment,
participants played a game in one of two roles. (By the way,
what researchers call a "game" is not what any reasonable
kid would consider a game.) Some of the participants played
the role of estimators: their task was to guess the total amount
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of money in a large jar full of loose change
possible. These players id ' as accurately as

, were par according to how I
their guess was to the real value of the mo in rhe i c oseI h ' ney in t e Jar Th
c oser t err estimates were rh . e
and it didn't matter if the ' ,e mdobremoney they received,

y rrusse y overesti '
derestimating the true value. irnarmg Or un-

The other participants played the role of d '
their task was to ad' h' a vrsers, and

(
,vise t e estimators on their guesses.
Think of so kimeone a in to your stock dvi
much simpler task) Th ' a viser, but with a

. ere were two mt ' d 'f
between the esti eresnng I ferences

rmators and the advi Th
whereas the estim isers. e first was that

ators were shown th ' f
for a few seconds th dvi e Jar rom a distance

, e a vlsers had m '
and they were also t Id h ore time to examine it,

o t at the arnou t f '
was between $10 d $3 n 0 money rn the jar

an O.Thu h '
mational edge It d gave t e adVisers an infor-

. rna e them reiati '
estimating the" I ive experts in the field of

Jar s va ue, and it ave h '
good reason to rely h ' ,g t e esnmators a very
, on t err adVisers' h
mg their guesses ( reports w en formulat-
, comparable to the w
in many areas of life) ay we rely on expertse.
, The second difference concerne
advisers. In the I ' d the rule for paying the

contro condition th dvi
cording to the a ' e a visers were paid ac-

fl
' ccuracy of the estimato '
icts of interest' rs guesses, so no con-

. , were mvolved, In h '
condmon, the ad ' t e confllct-of-interest

visers were id
overguessed the valu f h pal more as the estimators
S if e 0 t e corns in th 'o I the estimat e Jar to a larger degree.

, ors overguessed b $1 '
adVisers-but it y , It was good for the

$
was even better if h

4. The higher th ,t ey overguessed by $3 or
d e overestimation h I

rna e but the more th dvi ' t e ess the estimator
So what h e a viser pocketed.

appened in the Control co di ,n mon and in the
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conflict-of-interest condition? You guessed it: in the control

condition, advisers suggested an average value of $16.50,

while in the conflict-of-interest condition, the advisers sug-

gested an estimate that was over $20. They basically goosed

the estimated value by almost $4. Now, you can look at the

positive side of this result and tell yourself, "Well, at least the

advice was not $36 or some other very high number." But if

that is what went through your mind, you should consider

two things: first, that the adviser could not give clearly exag-

gerated advice because, after all, the estimator did see the jar.

If the value had been dramatically too high, the estimator

would have dismissed the suggestion altogether. Second, re-

member that most people cheat just enough to still feel good

about themselves. In that sense, the fudge factor was an extra

$4 (or about 25 percent of the amount).
The importance of this experiment, however, showed

up in the third condition-the conflict-of-interest-plus-

disclosure condition, Here the payment for the adviser was

the same as it was in the conflict-of-interest condition. But

this time the adviser had to tell the estimator that he or she

(the adviser) would receive more money when the estimator

over guessed. The sunshine policy in action! That way, the

estimator could presumably take the adviser's biased incen-

tives into account and discount the advice of the adviser ap-

propriately. Such a discount of the advice would certainly

help the estimator, but what about the effect of the disclosure

on the advisers? Would the need to disclose eliminate their

biased advice? Would disclosing their bias stretch the fudge

factor? Would they now feel more comfortable exaggerating

their advice to an even greater degree? And the billion-dollar

question is this: which of these two effects would prove to be'
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larger? Would the discount that th 'e estImator ap I d
adviser's advice be sm II I p Ie to thea er or arger than h
tion of the adviser? t e extra exaggera-

The results? In the confli t f-ic -0 -Interest-pI di I
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As you can probabl . h
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h
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we'd have to require that an independent entity, with no ties

to the doctors or equipment companies, conduct the treat-

ments and tests. We would also prohibit doctors from con-

sulting for drug companies or investing, in pharmaceutical

stocks. After all, if we don't want doctors to have conflicts of

interest, we need to make sure that their income doesn't

depend on the number and types of procedures or prescrip-

tions they recommend. Similarly, if we want to eliminate

conflicts of interest for financial advisers, we should not

allow them to have incentives that are not aligned with their

clients' best interests-no fees for services, no kickbacks, and

no differential pay for success and failure.
Though it is clearly important to try to reduce conflicts of

interest, it is not easy to do so. Take contractors, lawyers, and

car mechanics, for example. The way these professionals are

paid puts them into terrible conflicts of interest because they

both make the recommendation and benefit from the service,

while the client has no expertise or leverage. But stop for a

few minutes and try to think about a compensation model

that would not involve any conflicts of interest. If you are

taking the time to try to come up with such an approach, you

most likely agree that it is very hard-if not impossible-to

pull off. It is also important to realize that although conflicts

of interest cause problems, they' sometimes happen for good

reason. Take the case of physicians (and dentists) ordering

treatments that use equipment they own. Although this is a

potentially dangerous practice from the perspective of con-

flicts of interest it also has some built-in advantages: profes-,
sionals are more likely to purchase equipment that they

believe in; they are likely to become experts in using it; it can

be much more convenient for the patient; and the doctors
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might even conduct some research that could help improve
the equipment or the ways in which it is used.

The bottom line is that it is no easy task to come up with
compensation systems that don't inherently involve-and
sometimes rely on-conflicts of interest. Even if we could
eliminate all conflicts of interest, the cost of doing so in terms
of decreased flexibility and increased bureaucracy and over-
sight might not be worth it-which is why we should not
overzealously advocate draconian rules and restrictions (say,
that physicians can never talk to pharma reps or own medi-
cal equipment). At the same time, Ido think it's important
for us to realize the extent to which we can all be blinded by
our financial motivations. We need to acknowledge that situ-
ations involving conflicts of interest have substantial disad-
vantages and attempt to thoughtfully reduce them when their
costs are likely to outweigh their benefits,

As you might expect, there are many straightforward in-
stances where conflicts of interest should simply be elimi-
nated. For example, the conflicts for financial advisers who
receive side payments, auditors who serve as consultants to
the same firms, financial professionals who are paid hand-
some bonuses when their clients make money but lose noth-
ing when their clients lose their shirts, rating agencies that
are paid by the companies they rate, and politicians who
accept money and favors from corporations and lobbyists in
exchange for their votes; in all of these cases it seems to me
that we must do our best to eradicate as many conflicts of
interest as Possible-most likely by regulation.

You're probably skeptical that regulation of this sort could
ever happen. When regulation by the government or by pro-
fessio I 0 0 d

na orgamZatlOns oes not materialize, we as consurn-
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